
 

 

 

NERF ZOMBIE STRIKE 2020 PRODUCT DESCRIPTIONS 

NERF ZOMBIE STRIKE ALTERNATOR Blaster 
(HASBRO/Ages 8 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $14.99/Available: Spring 2020) 
Fire darts three different ways with the NERF ZOMBIE STRIKE ALTERNATOR blaster! This hand-held blaster has three 

barrels that you easily move into position to choose how many darts you want to blast -- fire one, two, or three darts at 

once! The barrels are easy to move by hand, and they’re attached to the blaster, so there are no separate parts to keep 

track of -- just adjust the barrels up or down to select which one you want to fire from. The blaster has a six-dart 

capacity and comes with 12 Official NERF ZOMBIE STRIKE ELITE darts, enough to fully load all three barrels and give you 

back-up firepower. Official NERF darts are tested and approved for performance and quality and are made of foam with 

flexible, hollow tips, which makes them great for both indoor and outdoor zombie games! Hand-powered (no batteries 

required). Includes: blaster and 12 darts. Eyewear recommended (not included). Available at most major toy retailers 

nationwide. 

NERF ZOMBIE STRIKE GHOULGRINDER Blaster 
(HASBRO/Ages 8 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $29.99/Available: Fall 2020) 
If you can't beat 'em -- grind 'em! The NERF ZOMBIE STRIKE GHOULGRINDER blaster has a rotating 10-dart wheel that 

resembles a grinding wheel tool. Move the bolt to prime the blaster and press the trigger to fire one dart. The wheel 

indexes to the next dart when you prime. It includes 10 Official NERF ZOMBIE STRIKE darts that are tested and approved 

for performance and quality. There's onboard five-dart storage to keep backup firepower in reach when the zombies are 

coming at you thick and fast. The stock is removable and the barrel has an attachment point so you can customize with 

NERF ZOMBIE STRIKE accessories (not included). The blaster has design features to capture the story of kids building 

zombie-fighting gear from anything they can find -- like a grinding wheel, a screwdriver, and other parts and pieces. The 

zombies will grind to a halt when you take aim with the GHOULGRINDER blaster! Powered by you -- no batteries needed.  

Eyewear recommended (not included). Includes: blaster, bolt, and 10 darts. Available at most major toy retailers 

nationwide. 

 

 

 
 


